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Kladuu is a planet full of shape-shifting clans.Itâ€™s also the best-kept secret from the clansâ€™

greatest enemy: Humans.Vera is the sole female engineer in her department aboard the Zynthar

International Space Station. Fighting against sexist prejudices is the only battle Vera has known

until a band of rogue aliens attack the space station, taking her and a group of women hostage.

Itâ€™s a battle between life and death when Vera and the women are forced into servitude on an

unknown planet full of shape-shifting alien wolves called Vilkas. Vera will do anything to escape, but

the Vilka she works for is protective and loyal â€¦ and far too attractive.Rayner is Beta of Clan Vilka

on Kladuu. Itâ€™s a position he puts before all other aspects of his life, including love. But the more

he gets to know his beautiful human servant, the more he recognizes the flaws in his clanâ€™s way

of life. Amidst the stirrings of a servant uprising, another serious threat lurks in the shadows, waiting

to destroy all Rayner holds dearâ€”including Vera.When Raynerâ€™s duties to his clan and his

Alpha fall in direct opposition to protecting Veraâ€”to protecting his mateâ€”he will stop at nothing to

keep her safe. Even if the cost is betraying his people.Even if the cost is his life.Shifters of Kladuu

Series (A Scifi Alien Shape-shifter Romance):The Vilka's Secret (A Website Exclusive Short

Story)The Vilka's ServantThe Vilka's MateThe Vilka's Captive (Coming September 2017)A Scifi

Alien Weredragon Romance continuation ...The Draqon's Queen (2017)The Draqon's Prisoner

(2017)And more!Note to Readers: This science fiction alien romance series contains lots of action,

alpha males, fierce human women, and steamy romance. If you love fast-paced sexy books set in

space with alien shapeshifters then this series is for you! Guaranteed happily-ever-afters with no

cliffhangers.
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I love when a story has a strong female character. Vera is on a space station, even though she is

better than the men she works with, they look down on her. Everything changes when they are

attacked. The soul purpose of the attack is to get females to sell. Taken to a strange planet, Vera

has to keep her wits to protect the others. When the beta of the clan finds out what is happening, he

rescued the women, but places them as servants. Because of the pull he feels for Vera, she

becomes his. Feelings flare between the two, but when Vera tries to free her fellow shipmates,

things will never be the same again.

Let me 1st start out by saying Sci FI is not my genre yet I could not stop reading this book!Its so

action packed that my head was spinning with everything going on..this book kept me on the edge

on my seat thru out the whole book. I was thrilled when Vera and Raynar accepted they are meant

to be together.. I loved when all the woman all banned together and not to give anythig away but

man does it get really good after that!For this being the 1st book by this author Id have to say I will

definitely add her to my 1 click list.

Loved the plot in this story and the telling flowed well. Great scene building and characters were

well developed. Gave only 4 stars due to the fact that some areas could have been more in depth

while others did not need as much time as was spent on them. The ending could have used more of

a wow factor as well. It did have an HEA, just not a true one. It felt like a let down or rushed to end. I

would recommend this as a good story to read though.

Heaven help me but I kinda liked this one. It had a pretty good story even though it was fairly

predictable. The ending - ugh - pure sap and cheese.



Gotta love a stubborn, head strong, intelligent, fearless and human woman and that is just what

Vera is. Then there is Rayner a beautiful alien shifter and the Beta of his Clan. When these two

meet it's instant attraction but not instant action after all they have a few issues to address first then

they can deal with the umm . . . mate situation. I love this author and even though I am not a big fan

of aliens I do love shifters and it was easy to get drawn into this beautiful and scary world. The

imagery is brilliant and the story is everything you need to keep you invested in the characters and

the world that is laid out for you. It's a world worth returning to with love, action and change

happening it's a place called home. While this is a standalone, the characters crossover so we get a

continuous update on all the wonderful characters you will love and even those you won't.

Oh the stars and moons! Yes, please! This is a suspenseful, sci-fi, alien romance. There is never a

dull moment in this story. Right from jump you meet Vera, one of the only women engineers on the

international space station. She is constantly being looked down upon as she is a woman. She and

other human females are abducted by the Vilka's. Right here, this part of the story....this is where

Vera truly finds herself. She is strong and makes a vow to help the other women on board. But then

they find out that their captors are shape shifting wolves. Just when you didn't think things could get

worse, right? They land on Kladuu, the shifter's home planet and taken in as servants to help save

them from being sold in the flesh trade. Vera meets Rayner, the Beta, and her benefactor. Tension

rises! Like, quick! Here is where things get tricky. The love and attraction that occurs is wonderful

and beautifully timed but Vera and Rayner are of two different species. Rayner has duties to his clan

and his planet. Vera has vowed to help her fellow women that were abducted. The plot twists! Yes,

they are there and they are in the most perfect spots. Pearl Foxx has done an excellent job in

developing these characters and the world building is phenomenal. I started reading and couldn't

put this down. But when I did, I couldn't get this story out of my head. I had to finish it. Oh, and hold

on tight because the end is of cosmic proportions! Perfect set up for another book. I can't wait!

Another author to follow!! What a great story! Vera is the only female engineer on her space station

and just wants to do what she loves without fighting to get to do it. When aliens attach the station

and take the females all she knows is she needs to find a way to escape, even more so when the

women see on of the captures shift into a wolf. When the ship arrives at the aliens planet Rayner,

the pack Beta, meets them and takes the women from their captures but since they saw the one

shift he can do nothing but to make them servants and try to keep them safe. When he sees Vera

he knows she needs to be with him and keeps her for himself. Even with the growing feelings



between them Vera knows she needs to be escape with the woman but there are others on this

planet that don't like the new humans and makes it dangerous for them.This is a different type of

shifter story, you have the shifters (love shifters) who are also aliens, what a combo! A great story

with everything - action, romance, heat and shifters! And a couple who want each other but also

knows they need to do the right thing even if it's not if it A definite must read, you don't want to miss

out!

The vilka's servantVera worked as a mechanical engineer of sorts on a space station when it was

attacked and she was abducted by aliens. Her and the other female prisoners are flown to another

galaxy and land on the planet Kladuu. That had been taken as sex slaves but when they land they

are saved from that fate by another alien who out rank their abductors. They are placed in holding

cells and told they can't go home and that they are now to become servants. Vera's new benefactor

is Rayner and she will live in his home and be his servant for a small wage. It quickly becomes

apparent to Vera that they're not servant but more like slaves. Event though she should hate

Rayner they falls in love with him. Will she ever get the chance to go home? If she does what about

her relationship with Rayner? Can she leave him behind or does she stay and be a slave for the rest

of her life?Received an arc copy for an honest review
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